
February 19th is Officially Designated as
National Hickey Day

National Hickey Day Proclamation

National Hickey Day, celebrated on February 19th, is

a fun time to enjoy love and all its forms. It has

recently been proclaimed an official holiday by the

NDA.

BOULDER, COLORADO, UNITED STATES, February

7, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- National Hickey Day

is almost here. February 19th is a time to

celebrate love and all its forms. National Hickey

Day has finally been proclaimed a national holiday

by National Day Archives, as a sign of progress

and change toward love and the rights of all

humans. 

The right to love is a fundamental human right

that has been recognized by various international

organizations and treaties, yet it remains under

threat in many parts of the world.  Many people

choose hickey play as their medium to showcase

their right to love, including LGBTQIA+ folks. In

addition to being safe and relatively easy to do,

hickey play offers benefits over traditional forms of showing affection that help promote the

right to love. Hickey play can be especially beneficial for individuals with religious or personal

beliefs restricting their experiences. This form of play allows these individuals to explore their

desires and experience intimacy without breaking any of their personal or religious restrictions.

February 19th is a time to

celebrate love and all its

forms. National Hickey Day

has finally been proclaimed

a national holiday.”

Sven Patzer

As a result, hickey play is widely praised by people who

believe in the rights of our bodies and the importance of

self-expression. 

For those who are limited in their past experiences, hickey

play can be a liberating and empowering experience. It

allows them to express themselves in a safe and controlled

manner, while still adhering to their personal or religious

beliefs. This play can provide comfort and satisfaction for

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.nationaldayarchives.com/day/national-hickey-day/


those who feel restricted or inhibited in other aspects of their lives. Anyone worried about

questions like "how to get rid of a hickey," "how to remove a hickey," or "what is a hickey", does

not need to look any further than Hickey Hack's informative website. On the website, Hickey

Hack advocates for the implementation of National Hickey day on February 19th and gives

consumers all the information they need to see about hickey history, hickey happenings (hickey

news), hickey health (medical advice), and hickey culture.

Rights to love continue to be challenged in many parts of the world. Hickey Hack has shined a

light on the fact that LGBTQIA+ individuals still face discrimination, violence, and unequal

treatment in many aspects of their lives. Hickey Hack is a company dedicated to promoting love

and the rights of all individuals. They are a concealer line that provides green color correction to

get rid of hickeys, and through their products, they advocate for women's rights and the right to

love. Sven Patzer, the CEO of Hickey Hack, is a compassionate individual who is deeply

committed to these issues. He puts the welfare of marginalized groups above profits and is

dedicated to advocating for their rights. 

At Hickey Hack, they believe that taking care of marginalized groups is the right thing to do, and

they strongly disagree with decisions that threaten the rights of individuals. They are a company

that stands up for what is right, and they are passionate about making a positive impact in the

world. Hickey Hack plans to throw a National Hickey day celebration on February 19th, in

Boulder, Colorado. Sven Patzer says that he is "hoping for the opportunity to interview with

more media members regarding the holiday" and is "extremely excited" for the special day to

come.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/615507927

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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